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Iamblichus,
De communi mathematica scientia xxvii
Commentary by DSH & MRJ 2013iv30
<chapter heading: commentary>

7.10-13: The scholiast on F wrote "a)ristotelikw=j" in the margin under the chapter number kz,
and it is more or less obvious that the content of the entire chapter derives from Aristotle. DCM
xxvii divides into four roughly equal sections. The first part (84.21-86.2) contains
methodological remarks about the mathematical sciences in a binding inter-textual relationship
with Parts of Animals I 1.639a1-b6. The second part (86.2-22) contains this methodological
discussion with comments on the variable degrees of precision to be expected from different
kinds of demonstration, e.g. from orators or mathematicians. The third part (86.23-87.16)
contains a more detailed discussion of the criteria of mathematical demonstration. The fourth and
final part (87.22-88.11) contains a remark the extent to which non-mathematical sciences can be
understood to have definite principles that make them approximate the stringent criteria required
of mathematical demonstrations.
<xxvii 84.21-86.2: commentary>

84.21-86.2 attribution and voice: Iamblichus opens the chapter immediately with an excerpt
from his source, just as he does in Protr. XV, where he immediately launches into a quotation of
Plato, Republic VII.
The opening of De Partibus Animalium I 1 corresponds literally with Iamblichus’ text
over such wide stretches that co-incidence is impossible. Since Aristotle cannot have derived his
text from Iamblichus, then either: Iamblichus must have invented his text on the basis of De
Partibus Animalium I (with modifications), or else both of these texts were invented on the basis
of a lost text earlier to both, such as Aristotle’s Protrepticus. This second possibility seems to us
to be the more likely hypothesis, for the following six reasons.
First, Proclus attributes the arguments made here about mathematics to "Aristotle" (in
Euc. I 1, 11.32.23), not Iamblichus, and that in itself should resolve the attribution issue as far as
the author is concerned. Other arguments will have to show that the work in question was the
Protrepticus. But it does not seem that Proclus could be basing his authorial attribution to Parts
of Animals I 1.
Second, Aristotle in PA I 1 refers to a discussion of certain matters in other works
(640a2-3 and 8), which shows that he self-consciously used his own earlier works in constructing
the chapter (whether or not these are to be understood as references to the Protreptcius itself).
Third, the rest of DCM xxvii (roughly three fourths, from 86.2-88.11) does not run
parallel to Parts of Animals I 1. The question then remains what is Iamblichus' source for this
part of the chapter. Since the content is perfectly continuous with the first part of DCMS xxvii
(84.21-86.2), the most reasonable answer is that the source for all these parts of the chapter is the
same: Aristotle's Protrepticus, as we will argue.
Fourth, Aristotle has in several other cases adapted his Protrepticus for the opening of a
treatise (e.g. Metaphysics I 1-2, EN I and EE I, Politics VII 1-3), and so could be expected to do
so in his exhortation and prolegomenon to the life sciences. But Iamblichus does not elsewhere
(to our knowledge) modify his excerpts in the way and to the degree to which he would have to
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have modified them here, if his source was PA. Further, there are none of the tale-tell signs of
Iamblichean intervention, none of his characteristic diction, particle usage, navigational
commentary, and so forth.
Fifth, it is far easier to explain the differences between the two texts on the hypothesis
that Aristotle himself transformed a passage from his earlier Protrepticus, in order to give these
ideas a fresh application of mathematical ideas to zoology, rather than from zoology to
mathematics. The first three reasons speak for themselves or will have to be demonstrated in the
commentary on other parts of DCM xxvii. But the fourth and fifth will be expanded upon here.
Suppose the hypothesis that the excerpt in Iamblichus is an exact citation from the lost
work, and Aristotle’s comments in these opening lines of De Partibus Animalium are in part
modified. The following is a translation of the parallel section in the latter work (I.1, 639a1-b6),
with deletions, modifications, and additions marked; the words printed in bold correspond
literally to the ones in the text of Iamblichus, and the other ones have been <added by Aristotle>
or else |modified by Aristotle|, and there is also one deletion indicated <as such> [84.25-85.3].
“Concerning every study and every subject, the more humble ones just as the more honorable ones, there seem to be
two conditions, of which one is rightly called a science of the thing, and the other is like a sort of education. |For it is
up to| the educated man <in a way> to be able to judge to a good approximation what is right or wrong in the
contributions of the speaker. <For> we believe the generally educated man is <also> someone like that, and
being educated is being able to do the aforementioned. [84.25 ... 85.3] |Now| we consider |him however,| to be
able to judge in a way about everything, so to speak, though being one in number, |while the other is delimited
to a certain nature|; <for> there would be someone else who has the disposition mentioned about a portion.
Hence it is clear that certain such terms must be the first step in research into |nature|, with reference to which
the educated man will accept the manner of the proofs, independently of how the truth is, whether thus or
otherwise.
“I mean, for example, whether those who take up each individual |substance| must make
determinations about it in accordance with itself, for example |either those who undertake to study humans or
lions or cattle or in fact anything else individually|, or those who assume the |accidental properties hold in common|
of everything according to something common. For many of these things come about in many kinds that are
different from each other, for example |sleep, respiration, growth, decay, death, as well as any other such
affections and conditions that remain.| <639a23-30, on common attributes in different species.> But perhaps the
ones in which the predicate is the same are different from the ones in which it differs by differing in form, for
example |the motion of animals, for it does not seem to be one in form, for flying, swimming, walking, and crawling
are different|. <Therefore we must not overlook how to investigate, I mean whether to study what is common to a
genus first and then study the particulars, or start straightaway with the particular.>”

To arrive at the above text, the modifications that Aristotle would have needed to make, if he
was responsible for them, can be reduced to the following changes. The whole context has been
switched, from mathematical subjects and entities, to zoological science and animal species,
without the overall methodological point being changed at all, that it is part of a proper general
education to be able to judge well the statements of experts in the sciences, and that such an
expertise is a different state than general education. In the course of this switch, Aristotle either
suppresses text that ties the comments to mathematics (deletion of 84.25-85.3), or rewrites a
phrase so that mathematics is no longer the topic, of which there are two examples: (639a12-13
‘certain such terms must be the first step in the |research into nature|’ ≈ ‘certain such terms must
be the first step in the study of mathematics 85.8-9); (639a16-17 ‘those who take up each
individual |substance| must make determinations about it’ ≈ ‘those who take up each individual
theorem must make determinations about it’ 85.12-13). Aristotle also needed to replace the
mathematical examples with zoological examples, which took place thrice: (639a17-18 ‘for
example, |about humans, lions and cattle|’ ≈ ‘for example, about these here triangles’ 85.14);
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(639a20-21 ‘for example, |sleep, respiration, growth, decay, death|’ ≈ ‘for example, if someone
were to make the demonstrations insofar as it is a triangle or insofar as it is a rectilinear figure in
common. For if in a way the same things belong to things different in form, the demonstration of
them would in no way be bound to be any different’ 85.17-19); (639b2-4 ‘for example, |flying,
swimming, walking, crawling| ≈ ‘for example, similarity in triangles is one thing, but in numbers
is something else, and it is necessary to make particular demonstrations according to each one’
85.23-25). Finally, the last sentence of this part of the lost dialogue is given a loose paraphrase,
eliminating the reference to ‘mathematical education’; instead of ‘one should investigate when
one should study in common according to kind, and when one should study individually
according to each one, for to make determinations about these matters contributes a great deal to
mathematical education’ (85.25-86.2), Aristotle wrote in Part An. 639b4-6, ‘it should not be
overlooked how the investigation should be carried on; I mean, whether to investigate what is
common to a kind first and then the features of the species should be studied, or to begin right
away with the individual ones.’ There are no other significant modifications that needed to have
been made, on this hypothesis. (Insignificant modifications include: the necessary change of
gender of pronoun from neuter (theorema) (85.12-13) to feminine (ousia) at 639a17). (In some
cases, there is a difference, but it might be a textual corruption that arose within the respective
textual traditions: 85.16 ta auta ≈ tauta 639a19).
The idea that the reverse of this process is what occurred, and so Iamblichus has utilized
Aristotle's Parts of Animals I 1 in constructing chapter xxvii of his DCM, shifting to this work
after just having excerpted from the Protrepticus in DCM XXVI, does not have much going for
it. For starters, it seems unlikely that Iamblichus would choose an aporetic text about the least
mathematical of the natural sciences-- the life sciences-- and try to apply methodological points
made there to the far more established (as he sees it) disciplines of mathematics. That runs
completely contrary to his neo-Pythagorean proclivities. Thus while it does make sense to see
how far animal species may be defined and understood like mathematical objects, e.g. triangles
(since there is no question a science of these--geometry), it makes little sense to see how far
triangles may be understood like animal species, e.g. cows. Further, DCM xxvii begins without
an introductory comment of the kind we find in PA I 1 ("Concerning every study and every
subject..."): it makes little sense to think that Iamblichus removed but did not replace this general
comment in writing his reformulation of these ideas, but on the other hand it is easily within the
bounds of his excerption technique to drop something like this that was present in his source.
The sixth and final reason to think that Aristotle's Protrepticus was a source both for his
own drafting of the Parts of Animals and for the text used by Iamblichus in DCM XXVII arises
from considering the relationship between the characters and positions of the Protrepticus and
Parts of Animals I as a whole. In Parts of Animals I 1, there are two outward references to
treatments of a subject elsewhere. About the second of these (at 640a8), regarding the varieties
of necessity, commentators agree that this could be a reference either to Posterior Analytics II
12.95b36-96a8 or to Generation and Destruction II 11.337b33-338a17 (a very close parallel), or
both (or to the On Philosophy Book III). But about the first (at 640a2-3), “concerning the
different necessity in the natural and the theoretical sciences”, it is not so clear to what Aristotle
is referring. A strong possibility (thus Lennox, On the PA, ad loc.) is Metaphysics VI 1.1025b181026a30. That passage of the Metaphysics, however, distinguishes between theoretical and the
other kinds of science generally, comparing them in the first place to the productive and practical
sciences, and this is something that was also done in the Protrepticus. (Further, we might add,
Metaphysics VI itself contains rich parallels to the Protrepticus.) And so there seems to be
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nothing ruling out that in Parts of Animals I 1 Aristotle made reference to the Protrepticus.
(Whether or not this is true, however, as we pointed out above, it is clear that Aristotle was selfconsciously reworking earlier material in writing Parts of Animals I 1, which lends prima facie
plausibility to our interpretation.)
Later in Parts of Animals I 1, Aristotle states that “certainly the ordered and the
determinate (tetagme/non kai\ to\ w(risme/non) are far more apparent in the heavens than around
us, while the fluctuating and the random (a!llot’ a!llwj kai\ w(j e!tuxe) are more apparent in
the mortal sphere” (641b18-20). This relates to the discussion of “determinate and orderly things
and their opposites” (w(risme/nwn kai\ tetagme/nwn) in the first overlap passage (Protr. VI =
DCM xxvi; authenticated by Proclus, In Euc. I, prol. I, chp. 9). Being “determinate and orderly”
are two of the three criteria for beauty (to kalon) attributed to Aristotle by Proclus (cf.
Metaphysics XIII 3). In the exhortation to the life sciences in Parts of Animals I 5, Aristotle is
concerned to show that to kalon exists in the animal kingdom as well as in the heavenly bodies:
“so too one should approach research about each of the animals without disgust, since in every
one there is something natural and beautiful (kalou=). For what is not haphazard but rather for the
sake of something is in fact present most of all in the works of nature; the end for the sake of
which each animal has been constituted or comes to be (sune/sthken h@ ge/gone) takes the place of
the beautiful (kalou=)” (645a21-26, tr. Lennox, adapted). Later in the same chapter, Aristotle
says that “it is apparent that the entire body too has been constituted (sune/sthke) for the sake of
some complete action” (645b16-17). In the Protrepticus, there is an extended discussion of why
both the parts and the whole of the human being come into existence (and in the order they do,
with perfection of the soul coming last of all, so that “old age lays claim to wisdom”). Answers
are given on behalf of Pythagoras and Anaxagoras: when asked “why nature and the god
generated us”, Pythagoras is said to have answered “to observe the heavens”, Anaxagoras is
given a similar answer, but specifying also “to observe the heavens and the stars in it, as well as
moon and sun, because everything else at any rate is worth nothing” (51.8-15). Later it is
reiterated that “therefore Pythagoras was right, according to this argument anyway, in saying it’s
for the sake of cognition and observation that every human person has been constituted
(sune/sthken) by a god” (52.6-8).
Now we need to see this as the background of Aristotle’s exhortation to the life sciences
in Parts of Animals I 5, where Aristotle argues, as we have seen, that the determinate and
orderly, and indeed the beautiful, exist among the objects of the life sciences, just as they do
(though more obviously at first) among the astronomical objects of the mathematical sciences.
(Recall that in the Protrepticus, Aristotle was obliged to argue that the beautiful exists in the
mathematical sciences, something he takes as an established fact in the Parts of Animals I.)
Aristotle begins the exhortation by addressing the person who is already convinced (unlike, say,
Isocrates), that the mathematical sciences are worth pursuing, and he is going to try to convince
them that the life sciences are worth pursuing, for many of the same reasons. Aristotle now
assures us that “for anyone wishing to labor” (diaponei=n, 644b30), knowledge about the
perishable plants and animals is possible. He has already promised that these things, if studied
methodically, may be studied “with the greatest of ease” (r(a=|sa, 644b17), thus hitting on the
protreptic themes of possibility and ease, which we find also in the fourth overlap passage
(Protr. VI = DCM xxvi). It remains then to show that knowledge of the animals is beneficial.
In Parts of Animals I 5, Aristotle address detractors of the study of animals, who consider
their study “disagreeable to perception” (645a7?) and who are “childishly disgusted at the
examination of the less valuable animals” (645a15). Who are these detractors? This question
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does not seem to have been answered, or even asked. But the Protrepticus provides a clue to the
answer. In Protr. IX, Aristotle argues that all organic parts of animals are for the sake of
something (he gives the example of the eyelid, and seems to add a detail not present in treatment
of the eyelid at PA II 3), and he then says that “the animals are surely things that have come to be
by nature, either absolutely all of them, or the best and most honorable; for it makes no
difference if someone thinks that most of them have come into being unnaturally because of
some corruption or wickedness” (50.27-51.4). Soon thereafter, the argument is put into the
mouth of Anaxagoras in the Protrepticus that only the stars, sun, and moon are worth studying,
“everything else being worth nothing”. Aristotle in the Parts of Animals I 5 argues, to the
contrary, that knowledge of the terrestrial plants and animals is very worthwhile, and that all
animals are generated by nature for the sake of the good and the beautiful. Thus he quotes
Heraclitus to the effect that “there are gods even here”, and then goes on to say that all the living
things have been constituted by nature for the sake of something good and the beautiful. He
points out that the parts of the human being have been constituted for something good and
beautiful. In the Protrepticus we learn that this is “for the sake of some cognition and reasoning”
(a result with fits perfectly with Aristotle’s suggestion that intelligence is the function of the
human animal (and, for example, the reason only they have hands) in Parts of Animals IV 10.
84.22 kri= n ai eu) s to& x wj: This text is linked to Protr. VI 37.20-22.
84.26-85.1 a) p aitei= n : “Demand”. Cf. NE 1094b27, 1098a27,33, 1104a3.
85.3-4 ga_ r to_ n a( p lw~ j pepaideume/ n on peri\ pa& n twn : Cf. Proclus in Euc. I 1:
o( me\n ga_r a(plw~j pepaideume/noj peri\ pa&nta kritiko&j, fhsi\n 0Aristote/lhj (11.23-24).
<xxvii 86.2-22: commentary>

86.2-22 attribution and voice: After a brief and characteristic transitional remark, Iamblichus
resumes quoting from his source (Aristotle ex hypothesi). But it does not seem that this was the
first sentence of the speech in Aristotle’s Protrepticus: some argument seems to have been made,
and now we are hearing the warrant for it. Thus, as usual, we have to recognize a gap of
unknown length at the point in the cover text of the transitional remark.
That the thought here is attributable to Aristotle is directly asserted by Proclus, in Euc. I
1, 11: " For it is similar, says Aristotle, to demand proofs of an orator, and to accept persuasive
arguments from a mathematician." (33.24). But the same thought will be immediately be
recognized as Aristotelian in connection with NE I 3, where Aristotle opens a discussion of the
degree of precision apposite to ethics by saying (1094b11-12), “what is said would be sufficient
if it were to provide clarification according to the underlying material (u(pokeime/nhn u(/lhn),” and
then pointing out that good things such as wealth, virtue, and fine and fair conduct all admit of
much difference and fluctuation (b15-16). So we should “appreciate” (a)gaphto\n) if those who
speak about and reason from such matters indicate the truth roughly and in outline, and reach
conclusions that are like that, true only for the most part (b19-22). And then he offers a version
of the above stretch of text, with modifications that suggest that he is adapting (by memory or
with consultation) a passage from an earlier published work of his own: “So in the same way we
should accept what is said, for it is the mark of an educated man to search for precision to the degree that applies to
each type of thing, to the degree that the nature of the subject admits, for it seems pretty much the same <mistake>
to accept from a mathematician plausible reasoning and to demand from an orator demonstrations <a thought related
to that at 86.4-6, below>. And each man judges well what he is cognizant of, and is a good judge of them; and while
the educated man in each field is a good judge of that, the man who has a universal education is a good judge of
everything” (1094b22-1095a2; cf. 85.3-7). Aristotle finishes this methodological remark on ethics
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and politics by concluding that since every young man lacks the relevant experience, no
youngster can be a qualified student of political science, a conclusion which is also
independently reached by reflecting that youngsters are often still in the grip of passion, not
reason (1095a2-11).
86.2 th_ n u( p okeime/ n hn ou) s i/ a n: Although Iamblichus wrote ‘the underlying
substance’ (u(pokeime/non ou)si/a), Aristotle’s original text in the Protrepticus may have (but did
not necessarily) read ‘the underlying material’ (u(pokeime/non u(/lh), for two reasons: (1) Proclus
in Euc. I uses those words in reporting “what Aristotle says” (33.21-34.1); and (2) Aristotle
himself uses the words “underlying material” in NE I 3.1094b12, when he resumes these ideas
(see above note).
86.7-8 dei= zhtei= n ou) d ' o( m oi/ w j th_ n au) t h_ n a) k ri/ b eian e0 n a3 p asin: Compare
Protr. VI 39.17 and DCM XXVI 83.7, 24-25 and notes ad loc.
86.9-11 ou) x o( m oi/ w j e0 n xrusw| ~ kai\ kattite/ r w| kai\ xalkw| ~ zhtou~ n tej to_
a) k ribe/ j , ou) d e\ e0 n fellw| ~ kai\ pu& c w| kai\ lwtw: Nowhere in the Corpus does Aristotle
give an explanation as to why different degrees of precision are to be expected from the
arguments of the mathematician and the rhetorician. And although the point seems almost
obvious, this only goes to show how thoroughly Aristotelian (and not, e.g., Isocratean) we have
become. The fact that Aristotle gives a reason here (by drawing an analogy to the other arts) thus
adds precious information for the interpretation of that crucial Aristotelian methodological point.
The first series (gold, tin, and bronze) is a progression based on the hardness of these
materials, and this is paralleled in the second series (cork, box, and lotus), in which kinds of
wood are arranged from softest to hardest. From the arts of metalworking and woodworking we
can see that different degrees of precision are required in different materials (and thus, in many
cases, different tools and techniques), and just as it would be absurd to expect the same methods
and techniques to apply to working in gold as bronze, or cork and lotus, so it would be absurd to
expect the same methods and criteria to apply to rhetoric and mathematics. The underlying
reason is that each of these arts and sciences has its own "underlying materials" to which its
methods must be adapted.
86.12-14 eu) q u_ j ga_ r poih& s ei ta_ u( p okei/ m ena diafora& j , o3 t an a( p lou&
stera h| } ta_ de\ e0 n sunqe/ s ei ma~ l lon, kai\ ta_ me\ n o3 l wj a) k i/ n hta ta_ de\
kinou& m ena: Cf. Proclus in Euc. I 1: eu)qu_j ga_r ta_ u(pokei/mena tai=j e0pisth&maij h2 tai=j
te/xnaij poiei= diafora&j, oi[on ei0 ta_ me\n a)ki/nhta, ta_ de\ kinou&mena, kai\ ta_ me\n
a(plou&stera, ta_ de\ sunqetw&tera, kai\ ta_ me\n nohta&, ta_ de\ ai0sqhta& (11.34.8-11).
86.15-16 oi[ o n ta_ e0 n a) r iqmoi= j kai\ e0 n a( r moni/ a | h2 ta_ e0 n gewmetri/ a | kai\
a) s tronomi/ a : These domains correspond not only to Aristotle's division of mathematical
sciences, but also to the examples raised earlier in DCMS XXVI (in the voice of "Isocrates") to
support the point that practical mathematical sciences are superior to theoretical ones: geometry
vs. land-surveying (80.5-13), harmonics vs. musical performance (80.13-23), and astronomy vs.
navigational astronomy (80.23-81.1). (For the purposes of the examples in both cases, arithmetic
and harmonics are treated together).
The term a)stronomi/a deserves special comment, however. Iamblichus’ usual term is
a)strologikh~j (DCM 19.1, 47.15, 86.16). In DCM XXIII the term th~j a)strologikh~j
e0pisth&mhj (72.18-19) is used, and in XXVI kata_ th_n a)strologi/an (80.24); see notes ad loc.
for bibliography and discussion of the terminology.
<xxvii 86.23-87.22: commentary>
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86.23-87.22 attribution and voice: The same speaker seems to continue his speech, but now
focuses not on the comparison of mathematical with other (i.e. rhetorical) kinds of
demonstrations, but on the details of mathematical demonstration.
86.24-26 w3ste ou)d' e0ntau~qa o(moi/aj ai0ti/aj ou)d' o(moi/ouj [tou_j] lo&gouj
a)podeikte/on: Festa was understandably puzzled by the asymmetry of the articles in the received
text and proposed to restore the article to the first item (<ta\j> ai0ti/aj); but the run of thought
suggests rather the removal of a spuriously added article to the second items ([tou_j] lo&gouj);
with the articles the meaning is “not accept either the causes or the arguments to be similar”;
without the particles the meaning is “not accept either similar causes or similar arguments.”
86.26-87.1 a) n a& g kh de\ pro_ j tau~ t a gnwri/ z ein ti/ tau) t o_
kai\ e3 t eron e1 x ousi kai\ ti/ kat' a) n alogi/ a n tau) t o& n : Cf. Proclus in Euc. I, 1: kai\
peri\ tauto&thtoj kai\ e9tero&thtoj e0peske/fqai dei= to_n me/llonta kri/nein o)rqw~j tou_j th~j
maqhmatikh~j lo&gouj kai\ peri\ tou~ kaq' au(to_ kai\ tou~ kata_ sumbebhko_j kai\ peri\ th~j
a)nalogi/aj kai\ peri\ pa&ntwn tw~n toiou&twn (34.20-24).
87.10 u( f hghsa/ s qai: Cf. NE 1252a17.
87.16-17 polloi\ tw~ n newte/ r wn Puqagorikw~ n : For this historically nuanced
way of referring to the Pythagoreans, indicative of Aristotle's way of thinking (but not
Iamblichus'), see: oi9 Puqago&reioi (XXIII 73.18-19), toi=j o)nomasqei=si Puqagorei/oij (XXIV
75.5), oi9 de\ Puqago&reioi (XXV 78.8) and notes ad loc.
<xxvii 87.22-88.11: commentary>

87.22-88.11 attribution and voice: A brief but typical Iamblichean closing is preceded by a
sentence that is not evidently Iamblichus, and yet is insufficiently progressive to be imagined
playing a functional role in the source text: thus we leave it in plain text to indicate that we do
not know exactly how this speech ended. As always, at the margins of attributable blocks such as
Protrepticus VI and XII, DCM XXI, XXVI, etc.), certainty is least possible.
One might interpret the entire section as an Iamblichean transition, given the navigational
remark below at 87.23-26, except for the fact that the doctrine that is referred to seems to be one
that would be rejected by Iamblichus but embraced by Aristotle's philosophy of mathematics.
87.23-26 e1 n te toi= j proa& g ousi nuni\ lo& g oij kai\ e0 n toi= j u3 s teron
r( h qhsome/ n oij a) p odei/ c omen, o3 t i pollai\ ou) s i/ a i kai\ e3 t erai a) k i/ n htoi
kai\ kata_ ta_ au) t a_ e1 x ousai, ou) mo& n ai ai9 tw~ n maqhma& t wn/ , a) l la_ kai\ a1 l lai: It
is crucial to determine whether this navigational remark applies to Iamblichus' own plan in the
DCM, or whether it should be interpreted as part of a speech in the source text, which thus gives
a description of the content of one of those speeches. In what follows, we argue that the
comment better describes what came before and after in the dialogue of Aristotle's Protrepticus
(based on the sequence determined by our reconstruction), and that it makes less sense to
interpret the remark as a navigational pointer of Iamblichus within his own DCM. See next note.
87.26-29 kai\ o3 t i presbu& t erai kai\ timiw& t erai au) t w~ n ei0 s in e0 k ei= n ai,
a) p odei/ c omen de\ kai\ o3 t i ou) mo& n on a) r xai/ ei0 s in au{ t ai ai9 maqhmatikai/ , a) l la_ k
ai\ a1 l lai, kai\ ai3 ge presbu& t erai kai\ dunatw& t erai au) t w~ n ei0 s in e0 k ei= n ai: In
DCM xxiii, Aristotle remarks that "the objects that are observed in the heavens have the most
honorable (timiwta/thn) and most divine (qeiota/thn) rank of the things perceptible to us and
are naturally cognized by the science of astronomy, which is one of the mathematical sciences"
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(72.16-20). We must be looking, then, for something with principles somehow more senior and
honorable than those of astronomy. The prima facie reason not to think that in the preceding
lines Iamblichus is referring to his own work the DCM (and not quoting from his source, i.e.
Aristotle's Protrepticus) is that it does not seem to fit with Iamblichus neo-Pythagorean
conception of science to recognize principles "more senior and more honorable"
(presbu&terai kai\ timiw&terai) and "more senior and more powerful" (presbu&terai kai\
dunatw&terai) other than those in mathematics, and nothing in later chapters of the DCM goes
on to argue this. This doctrine does, however, fit perfectly with Aristotle's philosophy of science
and mathematics in general, and in particular with his remarks about it in the Protrepticus. In
DCM XXVI Aristotle speaks of philosophy in general, despite giving a head start to the other
skills, and despite not getting the public honors (timw=ntej) awarded to other more practical
skills, nevertheless philosophers have advanced the most because "in their nature they have
seniority (presbu/tata), for what is later in coming to be takes the lead in substance and in
perfection" (83.20-22). Similarly, in Protrepticus VII he speaks of the "most authoritative and
most honorable" (kuriw/tata kai\ timiw/tata) parts of the soul developing after the body, and
after the less honorable parts. Truth is "the most authoritative (kuriw/taton) function of this part
of the soul" (42.22-23). Aristotle eventually reaches the conclusion that being intelligent and
having theortical knowledge is "of all things the most valuable (ai(retw/taton) for humans"
(43.22). In this respect, he says that it is similar to vision; of which he later remarks "of the
senses vision is necessarily the most valuable and the most honorable" (ma/lista ai(reth\n ei}nai
kai\ timi/an) (44.22-23). But he then argues that intelligence is "more valuable than it and all the
others, and more valuable than living" (44.23-24). It seems, therefore, that Aristotle considers
intelligence, in both its theoretical and practical aspects, to grasp principles that are "more
senior" and "more honorable" (and "more authoritative" and "more valuable") than anything else,
including all the mathematical sciences in both their theoretical and practical aspects.

